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The early years of children’s lives are critical. The educators who teach and nurture young children have an impact that will last for the rest of their lives. For most children, at least one educator will stand out as someone who encouraged, enabled and inspired them to be their very best when they were very young.

Awards

• Up to five Certificates of Excellence (national level), each including a financial award of $5,000. Certificates of Excellence are awarded to the five top-ranked nominees.

• Up to 10 Certificates of Achievement (regional level), each including a financial award of $1,000. Certificates of Achievement are awarded to the next top-ranked nominees.

The Prime Minister’s Awards will also aim to present at least one Certificate of Excellence or one Certificate of Achievement to top-ranked Indigenous educators, provided standards of excellence are met.

Financial awards for the Certificates of Excellence will be shared equally between the recipient and their ECE setting (as identified on the nomination form). If a Certificate of Excellence recipient has changed ECE setting, the institution’s share of the financial award goes to the setting at which the recipient was employed at the time of nomination. Financial awards for the Certificates of Achievement are sent directly to recipients.

As a father and a former school teacher, I know that one of our greatest responsibilities is to help our children become engaged, healthy, and successful

Rt. Hon. Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada
Award funds are to be spent in collaboration with the award recipient and may be used for professional development, equipment, resource materials or other tools to improve developmental programming and children’s experiences related to the educator’s work. For recipients of the Certificate of Excellence, a portion of the ECE setting’s award funds (up to 25%) may be used to cover educator replacement costs should the recipient be asked to attend a national awards ceremony.

**Recognition**

In addition to the financial award, all winning teachers receive a certificate, a PMA pin and a congratulatory letter signed by the Prime Minister. Certificate of Excellence recipients are traditionally invited to attend a national awards ceremony with the Prime Minister, or his designate, in Ottawa and to participate in best practice sessions. Costs for Certificate of Excellence recipients to attend the national awards ceremony are covered by the PMA program.

Certificate of Achievement recipients are honoured at local events involving children, supervisors, colleagues and local Members of Parliament or local leaders, as appropriate.

Each recipient’s early childhood education setting also receives a certificate signed by the Prime Minister to recognize its support and contribution to the recipient’s achievement.

> To be told that I am outstanding at what I have chosen to do means the world to me! I feel proud and yet humbled at the same time: proud for the recognition and affirmation and humbled that I have been blessed to work in a field filled with children and families

*Past PMA recipient*

All PMA recipients are expected to conform to the program’s [Code of Conduct](#).

**Promotion**

The achievements of all recipients are promoted both nationally and in the educators’ home communities. Certificate of Excellence recipients are profiled and their chosen best practice shared in the annual Prime Minister’s Awards Exemplary Practices publication.
Eligibility

At the time of nomination, all nominees must meet the following criteria:

- Nominees must be Canadian citizens or permanent residents.
- Nominees must have successfully completed training in early childhood education and care as follows:
  - degree, diploma or certificate in early childhood education and care;
  - official certification as an early childhood educator in the province or territory where the nominee is working; or,
  - successfully completed a training program in family child care.

**Evidence:** A copy of the nominee’s training certification, degree or diploma showing completion of training must be provided.

- Nominees must work in a licensed early childhood setting, as defined by provincial or territorial government regulations.

**Note:** This requirement is waived for nominees who work in Aboriginal Head Start sites on and off reserve or in early childhood education settings on-reserve where there is no applicable provincial or territorial government licensing.

**Evidence:** A copy of the setting’s operating license is required. For nominees working in a school-based setting (e.g. full-day kindergarten, early learning programs, etc.), an employer letter confirming the type of school-based early learning program is required.

- Nominees must provide hands-on, direct education and care to young children in a licensed Canadian ECE setting at least 15 hours per week and must have worked as an early childhood educator for at least three years and must still be teaching at the time of nomination.

**Evidence:** An employer letter confirming direct education and care to young children at least 15 hours per week for a minimum of three years in a licensed Canadian ECE setting is required. Separate employer letters are required in cases where the educator has worked in different ECE settings over the three-year period. For childhood educators working in a school-based setting (early learning programs), the employer letter must confirm the type of school-based early learning program.

**Note:** If the ECE certification is withdrawn or the license to operate is lost between the time of nomination and the award presentation, the PMA program office reserves the right to withdraw the candidacy. If eligibility status of a nomination is compromised or changes (e.g. due to loss of certification as a result of professional misconduct, the closure of a centre, etc.), the nominator and/or nominee has the responsibility to inform the PMA program office of a change in status in writing.
Childcare centre directors are eligible for an Award if they provide hands-on, direct education and care to young children at least 15 hours per week for a minimum of three years in a licensed Canadian ECE setting and meet the eligibility criteria outlined above.

Certified kindergarten teachers should be nominated for the Prime Minister’s Award for Teaching Excellence.

Note: Some provinces and territories are beginning to integrate early childhood education programs into the K–12 system. Eligibility for individual or team nominations which may fall under both award categories will be considered on a case-by-case basis. For more information, please contact the PMA program office.

Posthumous nominations are not accepted.

If a centre director is included as a member of the team, they must work a minimum of 15 hours per week providing direct education and care to young children.

Letters of support should endorse the accomplishments of all team members.

Note: Page restrictions for the nomination text and letters of support are the same for team and individual nominations. Only submit one (1) nomination package for a team nomination. However, please provide a separate nomination form for each nominee, along with evidence of each nominee’s training certification, evidence of each nominee’s experience and copies of each ECE setting’s operating license (if applicable).

Nominators

Nominators may be any person or group with direct knowledge of the nominee’s contribution (e.g. parent, supervisor, fellow educator, etc.). Self-nominations will not be accepted. In addition, nominations and letters of support must not come from a nominee’s immediate family member.

Re-nomination

Recipients of a Certificate of Achievement may be re-nominated for a Certificate of Excellence in a subsequent year, but are ineligible for a second Achievement award. Unsuccessful nominees may be re-nominated in a subsequent year. In all cases, a complete and updated nomination package must be submitted, including letters of support written during the current nomination period.

1Immediate family is defined as a nominee’s father, mother (or alternatively stepfather, stepmother, or foster parent), brother, sister (including step- or half-sibling), spouse (including common-law partner), child (including child of common-law partner), stepchild or ward of the employee, grand-parent, grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, and relative permanently residing in the employee’s household or with whom the employee permanently resides.
Previous recipients of a Certificate of Excellence are not eligible for re-nomination.

Nomination Form
Please complete one nomination form for each nominee. A separate form is required for each member of a team nomination.

Letters of Support
Letters of support should provide evidence of the nominee’s excellence and achievements under any or all of the four (4) selection criteria. Three (3) letters must be provided, maximum two pages each, and must be signed by the author. To reduce repetition, please ask writers to focus on one (1) or two (2) specific things about the educator that make them exceptional. Letters may come from anyone with direct knowledge of the nominee’s accomplishments; however, letters from parents, children, peers and professional associations are often particularly effective in demonstrating a nominee’s impact. One support letter must come from the centre’s director/supervisor.

Note: If the centre’s director is nominated or wrote, and therefore fully supports, the nomination, then another qualified individual representing the childcare setting can write the letter. Letters of support must be dated and issued no earlier than six (6) months prior to the nomination deadline, and must include contact information for the author (mailing address and telephone number).

Letters of support must not come from a nominee’s immediate family member.

Selection Process
After an initial screening for basic eligibility, copies of the nomination text and letters of support are sent to selection committee members for review. Selection committee members include representatives of major early childhood education and care stakeholders from across Canada. See the current list of organizations represented on the selection committee.

Nomination packages are evaluated and ranked by selection committee members based on how well the nominee meets the selection criteria. A final list of top-ranked educators is then provided to the Prime Minister for recognition.

Selection Criteria
Award recipients are selected based on the excellence and innovation of their outstanding ability to engage and support the development of the children in their care, and on their overall commitment to the development of children and the early childhood education and care profession. While a specific exemplary project or practice may form part of a nomination, nominees are judged on their overall and ongoing merits as educators. Examples of exemplary practices which set out the foundational skills for science, technology, engineering and math (i.e. nature walks, numeracy, scientific experiments) are encouraged.
In selecting award recipients, the committee looks for clear evidence showing that nominees have excelled in all of the following **four areas**:

1. **Support of Child Development**
The nomination text must describe and provide concrete examples of how the educator provides daily experiences that support and promote each child’s physical, emotional, social, cognitive, ethical and creative development, such as:
   • optimize each child’s unique development;
   • encourage children’s interest and participation;
   • provide stimulating and engaging learning environments for all children;
   • develop and maintain warm, caring and responsive relationships with each child and with the group of children;
   • use observation to assess children’s skills, abilities, interests and needs; and,
   • use developmentally appropriate best practices.

2. **Innovation**
The nomination text must describe and provide concrete examples of the educator’s use of innovative and creative approaches to encourage and support each child’s unique development, such as:
   • capture and maintain children’s interest;
   • explore new or different ideas with children;
   • recognize and adapt to children’s special needs (including physical, emotional, social, cognitive and creative needs);
   • recognize and include diverse economic, cultural, linguistic and regional perspectives in the learning environment;
   • respect and promote children’s home language and cultural heritage;
   • incorporate events and activities occurring in children’s lives in the learning environment; and,
   • incorporate international, national, local and community events and activities in the learning environment.

3. **Involvement with Parents, Families and the Community**
The nomination text must describe and provide concrete examples of the educator’s efforts to involve and engage parents, families and the community in children’s education and care, such as:
   • develop and maintain open, cooperative relationships with each child’s family;
   • encourage active parent, family and community involvement in children’s learning;
   • develop and use innovative approaches to engaging and supporting parents and families;
   • foster community contacts or partnerships that encourage or complement children’s learning and activities; and,
   • develop and maintain relationships with others in the early childhood education setting, such as colleagues or with other community services and organizations involved with the children.

4. **Commitment and Leadership in the Field**
The nomination text must show evidence of the educator’s ongoing professional development, leadership and commitment to improving the early childhood education and care field and to enhancing the ability of others in the profession, such as:
   • organize or deliver professional development courses, workshops or other development activities;
   • develop and disseminate learning materials, resources and best practices;
   • provide support or training to other professionals in the field (such as mentoring and training of students);
• foster or contribute to the development of a team environment within their own early childhood education setting; and,
• be actively involved in a professional organization, network or association related to early childhood education and care.

How to Apply

Once you have identified one outstanding early childhood educator or team of educators, develop a nomination package using the nomination guidelines and checklist.

• Each nomination package must include a completed copy of the nomination form.
• When there is more than one nominee, please complete a separate nomination form for each educator.
• Nomination forms must be signed by the nominee and the nominator, as well as by the nominee’s supervisor, centre director or guarantor, when applicable.
• When more than one nomination package is received for the same educator, nominators will be asked to combine their packages.

Assembling a Nomination Package

LENGTH: Your complete nomination package (nomination text and letters of support) must not exceed 18 pages, excluding training certification and checklist.

FORMAT: All information should be typed in a font no smaller than 10 points and double-spaced on 8½” × 11” paper. Note: The PMA program office will not accept any multimedia materials with nominations (e.g. DVD, CD, USB drive, etc.).

PACKAGING: Simple packaging is recommended. Creative packaging can certainly make a nomination package stand out. Unfortunately, selection committee members do not get the opportunity to see it.

BINDING: For ease of reproduction, please do not bind your nomination package.

COPIES: Please send only one original copy by mail. Completed packages must be postmarked by the deadline date.
Helpful Hints in Preparing a Nomination Text

An effective nomination package should illustrate the outstanding achievements of the nominee and clearly explain why the individual should receive one of Canada’s highest honours in early childhood education. As a nominator, you are “painting a picture” of a nominee’s achievements for a selection committee that reviews hundreds of applications, so the package should be compelling.

Although self-nominations are not accepted, nominators are encouraged to seek advice from the nominee while developing a nomination text.

Provide concrete examples and details to demonstrate how the nominee has met the selection criteria and explain the potential impact of the nominee’s efforts on early childhood education. Describe any special projects or activities, philosophies, unique learning environments, extracurricular activities, child reactions, prominent outcomes or achievements that make this nominee excel.

Focus on the nominee’s overall achievements. Show that the nominee is well rounded and meets all four criteria in her or his overall work, not simply in one particular project. Include activities the nominee participates in to support: the development of the children in their care; the setting in which they work; colleagues; and the early childhood education and care field, such as volunteer work or professional development.

Nominators may also consider embedding any relevant photo or quotation directly within their text to support the ideas and concepts that are outlined in their submission. If you chose to incorporate this approach, please ensure that the maximum allowed number of pages is not exceeded.

Please refer to the checklist to ensure you have included all necessary information in your nomination package. To facilitate the preparation of the nomination package and its review by the PMA program office, a copy of the completed checklist is required for each submission.

Nomination Text Template

The following template provides formatting guidelines and suggestions on how to structure your nomination text. Follow the criteria set out in the nomination guidelines and provide adequate detail for each of the four (4) selection criteria. Organize your text using each criterion as a separate heading.

Nomination Deadline

Nomination packages must be submitted to the PMA program office no later than January 9, 2017. Submissions must be sent by mail and postmarked by the deadline date to be considered for the 2016-17 award. Late entries will not be considered.
Address

Please send nomination packages to the following address:

Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Early Childhood Education
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
CD Howe Building
235 Queen Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0H5

For more information, please contact the PMA program office at ic.pmaece-ppmepe.ic@canada.ca or 613-991-4255, or visit www.pma.gc.ca.

Nomination Checklist

Please print and complete one nomination checklist for each nomination package.
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